It's quite interesting many people are ranting and raving on some countries on the planet who didn't have slaves for like...100 years or more. Anyone who knows what went down they know every race had slaves. The thing with whites such as in ancient Athens is that they treated the slaves humanely, compared to the slaves in many other Nations. A slave in Ancient Athens had a better, and safer life (he was like a family butler), than the slaves of many other nations. Slave simply meant you couldn't vote for the future of the country and you were limited to serve in a house.

The perception of ancient peoples on slavery and how to go about it range from brutality to medium treatment. This is not right, but what are you going to do basically when you have jews who have legitimized slavery worldwide by including it in the ((("Word of God"))))?

But this is far from a sensible argument over something obviously ethically wrong. But the argument that arises from such is, is it better to tell people they are slaves and treat them better, or fool them into them thinking they are free? Because arguably in democracy nobody is voting truly anymore, and also brain and life, through the power of the shekel, but also slave-tech, every person is monitored way worse than slaves in any ancient civilization.

But that aside, we have to also admit something. Some people are living in heavenly countries, rights wise, compared to other people. And the people who escape from this abuse go to countries that are better, and sometimes, they simply bring their own tenets in said countries.

The data basically says the truth in these matters. As to who are the slave masters in the world right now and who still in the "Current year" (fav argument of the snowflakes in the West, how can you not do X in current year goyim?) have all the slaves.

Big surprise White goyim, you don't owe anyone anything. In fact, you have freed a lot of people from slavery. And you don't need to pay anyone of them to come live a great life away from many countries which are apparently chaotic places where one's own family and compatriots enslave and abuse said individuals for no reason whatsoever.
But somehow whitey always has to testify, feel guilty about, and be ridiculed on every corner for doing things like erm, telling people they have fundamental human rights.

Somehow everyone blames Whites for these conditions, but at the same time, they say they are worthless and they aren't supposed to have any role or even existence on this planet. Nevertheless, a lot of people worldwide (the same that will come to White lands to steal from the white goy, blame him for existing, demanding rights over "DEMOCRACY" [something the stupid white goyim also came up with but who cares], or side with the jew to exterminate a bunch) are the same people who ask Whitey to do something about them failing to self-arrange themselves in a reasonable manner.

Despite of what many said people ask, they will then recite the Quran, have slave wives, and try to superimpose the same rules on these very people that welcome them. With the blessings of the jews.

We can see clearly in the picture below this is NOT a problem! This is just enrichment. This is a beautiful future here.

This is however the cause of all the world problems:

Many people indeed would like to see whites go extinct. What a beautiful world that would be. Fairly well: we can then see all these maps going full red with the whole world population enslaved.
All countries of evil whitey for some reason, the ones deserving to go extinct for uhm, I don't know, cause they simply are so bad people, have no slaves in them!

What a surprise...False data goyim false data...

But I know guys unless every person in white nations owns a mansion which the slave whitey has to build for its masters, something's wrong. One must be VERY SORRY we can't give it yet to our masters, we will surely slave our whole existence for it, we are obligated to cause we killed 60 trillion jews 6 days ago after all.

Nevermind the fact that Whites enslaved people of their own white tribes most of the time such as prisoners of war. I guess we also owe one mansion to one another then due to this.

We'll see how we will fix this, what we need to remember at all occasions is how guilty, worthless, and Nazi we are, simply because we want to exist and because we come up with AntiTorah ideas such as that the humans of the planet are not cattle. Effectively denying the WORD OF (((G-D))).

https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/index/

https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/a ... 57487.html
Tell me now who are the slave masters of the planet. And to whom should we complaining to about slavery?

One opens the Quran and Bible, to see for themselves who made slavery a mainstream thing in the world. Which dogmas also maintain it for the Current Snowflake Year 2018.

Let's read some guidelines on how to have slaves if we are Jewish and it's part of our culture:

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?s ...

Laws About Slaves

21 “Now these are the rules that you shall set before them. 2 When you buy a Hebrew slave, [a] he shall serve six years, and in the seventh he shall go out free, for nothing. 3 If he comes in single, he shall go out single; if he comes in married, then his wife shall go out with him. 4 If his master gives him a wife and she bears him sons or daughters, the wife and her children shall be his master's, and he shall go out alone. 5 But if the slave plainly says, ‘I love my master, my
wife, and my children; I will not go out free,' 6 then his master shall bring him to God, and he shall bring him to the door or the doorpost. And his master shall bore his ear through with an awl, and he shall be his slave forever.

"BUT REMEMBER GOY - IT'S WHITEY FAULT! WHITEY BAD, WHITEY KILL!

IF EVERYONE NON-WHITE ISN'T LIVING IN A MANSION, ITS WHITEY FAULT!

BY KILLING WHITEY, ALL THE ABOVE MAPS WILL MAGICALLY BECOME A GREEN BEAUTIFUL UTOPIA! BUT FOR THIS TO HAPPEN, ALL SLAVE FREE COUNTRIES HAVE TO GO DOWN! NOW PLEASE GO DO IT GOYIM SLAVE ANIMAL OK?"